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THE PRES SEZ
Whoa, October already! Just have to reflect upon what has been going on. The National Titles has to
be the big one. Members, Greg Kennedy and Rob Williams made the huge undertaking to head to
Collie and be part of the action. For the first time that WA have held the titles I decided I could not
go. I was not alone here, many regulars from all around the country saw things the same as I; time,
money and travel at a busy time of the year, so I gave it a miss. The WA club, as always, put on a
great show. They always put in 100% on all the things they do; getting the track up and running as a
longer track and obtaining really good State-backed sponsorship, as they seem to do every year. The
feedback from riders was all good regarding the organisation, although some said the size of the event
and the competitor numbers stretched the locals’ experience.
One observation was that probably more than 75% of the fields were made up of West Australians,
reinforcing the thinned-out entry from interstate. Another was that the sidecar entry was extremely
strong, showing what a force it is in WA. Many fields were down on the 10 required to constitute a
championship, so many were grouped up. Although I and others questioned the validity of this, we
could not question the goodwill of the club. I was particularly sorry that neither 350’s nor 500’s in
Period 3 got the numbers they needed.
For those that don’t know, the meeting came to an early finish when the sidecar race early on Monday
morning had an incident; oil was spread all over the track, and despite about 2 hours of trying to clean
things up, it was still deemed too dangerous to race.
Closer to home, I and John Inkster decided to attend the Hartwell Seniors meeting at Broadford. We
were not disappointed, and I’ll be surprised if I don’t do it again next year. Conditions were mainly
good. The racing was with like bikes, ie Historic bikes and not R1 and R6 rocketships, as has become
the norm at other ‘Senior Events’. This format definitely attracts plenty of historic bikes - a couple of
my races had over 20 on the grid!
The club had put out a registration of interest to a couple of events and the feedback had been almost
non-existent! Makes it hard for the committee to run a club when interest is all but none! Just saying.
The supp regs are approved for the upcoming State Titles, the poster and program cover are done, but
we are still chasing some new sponsors. If you, or you know someone who wants to contribute, just
put them onto me or Trevor. Currently our web hoster is organising things so that we can get all
entries up and online; we are nearly there.
Danny Ahern #27
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Trev’s Titbits

Forgive me if I repeat myself, for the Collingrove Hillclimb has absorbed me with monthly
meetings with the Sporting Car Club leading up to a totally enjoyable event. Thanks to Phil
Baughan (Steward), Danny Ahern (Race Secretary), our competitors (Bonn, Dave, Andy, Geoff,
Murray and Simon) and those who helped or came for a look (Dean, Neil, Paul, John, Keith, Kate
and Ronna), with apologies to any I missed. For those who can remember “Wings and Wheels”,
Danny was our hard working go-to-guy, so when someone says “I’ll handle that” they will have put
in plenty of effort.
Sadly, we’ve lost Peter Sparkes, a real legend in motorcycling. If ever an official personified helpful
it was Peter, Whom we regularly used as Clerk of Course in my early days in this Club. An
attendance of around 250 at his funeral spoke volumes about him, and messages from Tony Hatton,
Robbie Phillis and Graeme Crosby confirmed the regard in which he was held.
A disappointment recently has been a lack of support from members for events such as the Lockleys
Expo and Swap Meet to promote the Club and our upcoming State Titles. So, come on, get involved
in our State Championships and make it a great event!
Trevor Henderson.
Trev’s Titbits: The 2019 Vintage Barossa Collingrove Hillclimb.
Early this year I received a phone call from John Pyle of the Sporting Car Club saying they’d like to
include motorcycles this year. Previously, the 1939 cut-off meant not enough suitable bikes, but this
year’s 1955 limit would give us a chance of a reasonable entry. On Tuesday 7th May I joined half a
dozen Car Club members at their premises and planning began. MSA advised our requirements to
run as “closed to club”. Phil Baughan agreed to be “Club Steward” and Danny Ahern would be
Race Secretary. Dave Beechey and Murray Johnson were first to agree to compete, and Supp Regs
were drafted and approved.
These are very social events for the car people, with dinners on each night, and I decided to join in,
even taking a room in the house hired in Angaston. The star attraction was Robert Balfour with his
1909 Stanley Steamer, plus air-cooled cars, mostly Coopers with 500cc JAP and Manx engines
through to V-Twin JAPs and Vincents. Entries, car and bike, were slow at first, finishing with 8
motorcycles and 39 cars. Wednesday before the meeting found me and the BSA sharing the
Sporting Car Club stage with the Pentland Special, powered by a 500cc Speedway JAP. I was made
very welcome, quizzed about my bike and asked to draw their raffle. Their new President ran the
meeting well, with each section giving a report and the 3 new members brought on to the stage to
introduce themselves. One was Andre Bosman, former sidecar champion, and I had a chat with
Graham Boulter, son of the late Laurie. They have around 1700 members, and, with about 30
present our rate of attendance looks pretty good.
Friday afternoon found me in Angaston locating our weekend accommodation. Changing for dinner
and thinking I’d be under-dressed, one of the car guys surprised me with “you motorcyclists used to
be the scruffy ones, thongs, shorts and tatts, but you’ve shown us up”. Not a tie in sight, we chatted,
drank and ate at the “Barossa Brauhaus” before heading “home” to await the arrival of the Balfour
family and the Stanley Steamer. Saturday morning at the track was busy with people setting up and
preparing cars. The long and involved process of getting the Steamer up and running might explain
why the internal combustion engine took over. A ride in this fabulous vehicle had me spellbound
and feeling like a kid again and enjoying a snatch-free experience. Then morning tea before gentle
runs up the hill to ensure the cars were OK. A short run to Mt. McKenzie Hall for lunch before
wending our way to the Greenoch Aviation Museum where Lincoln has done a great job of
preservation and fabrication, topping it off with the start-up of a Rolls Royce V12 Merlin engine.
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Running repairs were needed on the Steamer which sprung a minor water leak, but it cruised easily
at 80 kph on the return to Angaston despite its 110 years. Dinner that night at Waniera Wine Bar in
preparation for the real event next day.
After a warm sunny Saturday, the expected “slightly cooler” Sunday wasn’t what was ordered. A
misty morning became a drizzle that hung around most of the day. In our first run Dave Beechey
was quickest at 42.57 seconds, which he reduced by 0.18 seconds and was the fastest bike on the
day. After our second run, the damp conditions and slippery track saw the bikes sit out the next two
runs, which gave me the chance to spend some time with Derry Greeneklee. During the lunch break
the Stanley Steamer went up the hill with a competition to guess his time, the clue given that it
would be between the record of just under 30 seconds and the time of a Model T Ford at 2:36. The
veteran showed real style with a 1:16! After lunch Simon and I were keen to get going again, Andy
joined us, I had huge wheelspin and we turned in our slowest times. Everyone turned out for the 4th
run, Simon (on the Les Diener Velo).and Andy doing their best times of the day. Some cars having
packed up, it was only 30 minutes to our 5th and final run, three of us fronting up. Simon did his
best time on his 250 JAP, and Geoff Kelly would have been pleased with his best of the day.
Time for Presentations, bikes first with Simon for 250cc, me 350cc and Dave for 500cc and over,
although a clerical error had Murray announced the winner, but the boys sorted it out between
themselves. Winners got a trophy, bottle of wine, cap and a “Pioneer Water Tank” that could double
as a stubby holder. During this time and at the evening’s dinner at the Angaston “Company Store” it
was repeated how much they enjoyed the bikes and wished to continue with them.
Thumbs Up and Change Right (All but one did at Collingrove)
Trevor Henderson #55.

SECRETARY’S REPORT
Forgive me if I repeat myself, for the Collingrove Hillclimb has absorbed me with monthly
meetings with the Sporting Car Club leading up to a totally enjoyable event. Thanks to Phil
Baughan (Steward), Danny Ahern (Race Secretary), our competitors (Bonn, Dave, Andy, Geoff,
Murray and Simon) and those who helped or came for a look (Dean, Neil, Paul, John, Keith, Kate
and Ronna), with apologies to any I missed. For those who can remember “Wings and Wheels”,
Danny was our hard working go-to-guy, so when someone says “I’ll handle that” they will have put
in plenty of effort.
Sadly, we’ve lost Peter Sparkes, a real legend in motorcycling. If ever an official personified helpful
it was Peter, Whom we regularly used as Clerk of Course in my early days in this Club. An
attendance of around 250 at his funeral spoke volumes about him, and messages from Tony Hatton,
Robbie Phillis and Graeme Crosby confirmed the regard in which he was held.
A disappointment recently has been a lack of support from members for events such as the Lockleys
Expo and Swap Meet to promote the Club and our upcoming State Titles. So, come on, get involved
in our State Championships and make it a great event!
Trevor Henderson.
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MINUTES OF HMCRRSA COMMITTEE MEETING 1st OCTOBER 2019
The meeting at MSA Hall opened at 7.30 pm. Paul Walker, John Inkster, Bob Balestrin, Dean Watson,
Andy McDonnell, Chris Hayward, Danny Ahern and Trevor Henderson commenced the meeting,
noting the apology from Neil Watson and no visitors. Minutes of the previous meeting were moved
by Trevor, seconded by Danny and carried with no business arising. All present signed a sympathy
card for Alison Sparkes upon the passing of Peter.
Mallala will be revamped at the end of this year, with a long and a short circuit planned.
During discussion of the October 6th Hill Climb, it was moved by Danny, seconded by Chris and
carried, that we purchase two books of 10 One-Event licences @ $750 each.
Danny has had a discussion with Mt. Gambier President Alex, which led to the subject of Mt. Gambier
membership with regard to Ride Days.
Treasurer Dean said that expected money from DOCSA had not yet been received, and it was
suggested we work “pro rata” with them based on rider numbers. Dates for 2020 at The Bend,
hopefully on the East Circuit of 3.9km and 22 corners, should be between the Vic. Titles in April and
Anzac Day, or later in the year, avoiding a clash with the Southern Classic.
Chris will contact MSA for us to be on their website under “Historic Racing”.
Trevor is to contact Alan of Fearless Motorcycles at Somerton Park as a potential program sponsor.
It was “thumbs up” to the preview of the poster for our State Titles.
Trevor is to speak to Nathaniel Wilson re trophies after Dean digs out details from last year when we
used “Webb Plastics”.
The National Title meeting at Collie, WA, finished early due to an oil slick.
Chris will get a “get well” card for Dan Gleeson on behalf of the Club.
The Meeting closed at 9:30pm.
MINUTES OF HMCCRSA GENERAL MEETING 19TH September 2019

The meeting at MSA Hall opened at 8.30 with 19 members present but no visitors or new members.
Apologies were received from Dan Gleeson, Luke Charleton, Kate Clarke, Joe Ahern, Andy
McDonnell and Tony Tildesley.
A minutes’ silence was observed for the late Chris Swallow, the second rider lost at this year’s Manx
Grand Prix. Geoff Kelly and Danny Ahern spoke highly of Chris. Danny mentioned that Bill Swallow
had also lost another son, David, and Paul spoke of a separate incident involving Bill whilst he, Paul,
was at the Manx GP. Royce Rowe had a big off at the MGP also and is just coming out of sedation
and should recover fully.
Minutes of the previous meeting were moved for acceptance by Chris Hayward, seconded by John
Inkster and carried with no business arising.
President’s Report: (1) As the Sporting Car Club is happy to be having bikes at Collingrove on
October 6th, we should try for more entries. (2) Danny spoke highly of the Hartwell Club’s Seniors
Meeting that he and John Inkster attended. (3) Our Club Day was a flying success, everyone got 6
sessions and we finished by 4pm. Thanks to Mark Gray who loaned his van to Dean when he needed
to pick up the food. (4) Danny detailed the circumstances of Dan Gleeson’s crash at Wakefield Park.
Dan is happy to be home, can’t drive for 6 weeks, and reports that his bike is not too bad. (5) Jerry
Kooistra is showing off his latest creation, a 500/4, at Mannum next Saturday at 2pm. (6) Members
should register their interest for the Speedway at Gillman on 23rd November.
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Secretary’s Report and Correspondence: Danny, Phil and Trevor received welcoming letters for the
October Hill Climb. SA Trophy have sent details of their new glass and crystal products. Activities
in which members may wish to participate are: The Motorcycle Expo at Lockleys on October 13th,
Classics at Hart and Mill to Mill Ride on October 19th, Prospect Spring Fair on October 26th, Eudunda
Show on November 10th and MSA Night of Champions on November 23rd.
Treasurer’s Report: Dean detailed our finances; we are not broke, although the Ride Day was
expensive. This led to a discussion on suitable venues. “The Bend” East Circuit, approx. 2.5km, is all
but finished. They are not expecting FIM approval, but are keen to get a permit for Track Days.
Approval for Historics? The infrastructure is almost on a par with the International Circuit. Daily hire
cost would be around $6000 to $8000. Mallala is cheaper, but was in poor shape and very slippery at
the last ride day. Otto asked about Mac Park and was advised of poor member response for the
financial outlay. The Bend have asked us to submit dates for next year.
General Business: (1) Phil has visited Dave Basham, who is frustrated over tiring after a short stint
in his workshop, but is still upright and disguised with a goatee. (2) Anyone wanting garaging at the
Island Classic should contact Danny, preferably by text or email.
Meeting Closed 8:52pm.
THE GOOD OIL DRIBBLING – PAUL WALKER

There I was minding my own business, stood between the 350 Jap and the Tiger 80 - both ex grass
bikes, now road racers. We were at the first race of the year at Cadwell Park around Easter time 1953
- coronation year. My teeth were chattering, making more noise than Denis Parkinson’s Manx cam
box being warmed up close by. “Don’t stand there shivering, run up to the car and get the Castrol R
and primus stove out of the boot”, shouted Big Ern, our friend and spanner man. Oh, that’ll be good
thinks I, maybe Aunty Olga will make some milky coffee to go with a Lion’s individual fruit pie from
the paddock café. I had to do a second run as I forgot the mentholated spirit to start the primus. Primus
chugging away and Castrol R in a gallon tin bobbing away nicely in a bucket of water warming, ready
to go into the bikes. Meanwhile, Ken Spreayson calls in and asks, “does anyone have brazing rods I
can have, as a troop of brass monkeys are looking for some help”. Must be an adult joke. Didn’t get
it myself, but most of the men are laughing.
Meanwhile Uncle Roy has got leathers on. We are posh now at grass track, it used to be old army
pants or jodhpurs. Oil in the tank, the tiger is pulled back a bit, then Uncle Roy and Big Ern run like
buggery. Roy bumps onto the seat and there is a skid mark for about 5 yards in the gravel. Then there
is a bit of swearing and running like buggery again, now it’s spitting blue flames and generally
misbehaving - but running, my favourite time. The same thing is happening further down the pits as
the sidecar men attempt to get the Vinnies and big singles going. I am still cold, stood watching
proceedings and loving it in my balaclava to stop a head cold, my granny-knitted jumper to stop back
and chest cold and two pairs of socks to stop my feet getting cold. But what about my freezing legs
in short pants! It seems you only wear long pants as a kid if you are soft.
We were in good company, Denis Parkinson close by with the latest Norton, a Triumph GP and,
“look”, says I to Big Ern, “he must be rich with a BMW racer”. “No cock” says big Ern,
“understandable mistake - that’s a Dougy 90+”. “Well it certainly looks good; gold and silver, with
those two cylinders sticking out”. A G45 and a racing bantam were attracting attention. “Now,” says
Big Ern, “if you want to see a rich racer, there is one over there with the latest duplex swing arm
Goldie, only just come out this year.”
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I want a pee now, but the gents’ toilet won’t let you within 10 yards without a gas mask, and my
Aunty Olga says you will catch a disease if you go in there. Paddock facilities in the 50’s were
disgusting, nowhere to change or wash, and the canteens left more than a little to be desired. Pee
over in the bushes and Aunty Olga wants to know if I had washed my hands. Why would you, I had
washed them only this morning to have the toast, and they weren’t even mucky.
Back at the pits, Tiger and Jap gone, so I run down to the mountain to watch, just in time to see the
front wheel of the Jap about 6 inches off the ground at the top of the mountain (now called the jump)
… no daylight under the Tiger’s front wheel, but it sounded great with its straight-through 1 ¾
parallel speedway style pipe. I run back to the pits to meet the two bikes and clean off any bugs from
the front number plate. Next job is to oil the primary chain on the Tiger. It is usually my job to hold
the throttle at a steady RPM while Roy squirts the chain. Fortunately, Big Ern is doing it today. Last
time I did it I let it stop and was told if that happens again, the next time we race at Oliver’s Mount I
will be drowned in the mere.
I am watching Roy dribble oil from the squirter can onto the chain, when the can does a few quick
laps round the clutch sprocket and lands haemorrhaging Shell X 100 40 grade. More swearing. A few
minutes later I hear a bloke telling my dad, “no crusts for us today Tommy; Freddy Wallis and Parky
are here, and maybe an appearance from Jack Bret, so we will be lucky to get crumbs.” As it turns
out we did ok, the Jap was a handy tool on the old Cadwell circuit and we took home a few quid,
winning the handicap and placing well in the finals.
These good times were short lived because the ACU in their wisdom banned methanol for road racing
shortly after, and the Jap turned its nose up at petrol. The Tiger had a spring rear wheel - super
modern, the future of suspension. Yeh right! The Jap had a swing arm frame, something my dad
concocted after seeing the Enfield Bullet. It must have worked well because Don on the Jap won
many races at Esholt Park, Alton Towers and Cadwell; all short bumpy tracks, and some of the surface
at Esholt was gravel, so you would even see scramble bikes giving it a go.
Well, Cadwell Park was over, but because I had been a good worker I got to wear Don’s crash helmet,
climb onto the trailer and sit on the Jap till we got to the gate, leaving the circuit. The spectators
probably recognised the crash helmet and the cream coloured tank with the J A P sign written in
black, perhaps they may have even thought I was the racer!
P.S. Barry Sheene was instrumental in getting better facilities in the pits for riders all over the UK
P.P.S. I didn’t get to have a Lion’s individual fruit pie from the canteen.
That’s all from “The Dribbler”
THE ISLAND CLASSIC 2020

Well if you are wanting to come along to the Island Classic 2020 and be part of the club’s shared
garaging you need to let us know!
Currently I am in communication with Phillip Island and they will soon need to have a commitment
with us regarding shedding; part of that deal is that I need to register racers and their bikes.
If you want to be part of it, email me or Chris Hayward. If you do not register, do not be offended
should you make a last-ditch request, and get knocked back! You have been warned - get your
registration of interest in NOW!
Danny Ahern #327
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Bonn Watson on the ol’ Velo
BAROSSA CLASSIC HILL CLIMB 2020

The October long weekend saw the Barossa Historic Hill Climb take place at Collingrove. The
Historic section of the Sporting Car Club had approached us to see if we, too, could be involved. We
agreed, and a humongous thank you has to go to the indefatigable Trevor Henderson who put up his
hand to meet regularly with our car friends to discuss bike stuff. This got a good hearing each month
at our committee too. It was agreed we would need to open out the year of eligibility to pre-1956 and
this gave us a few extra riders. In the end we had 7 riders with 8 bikes.
The bikes were afforded a top spot in the pits. Saturday evening Murray Johnson and I were the only
campers; but we chewed the fat, had some bevvies and a decent cook up, all in mild to warm
conditions. But the weather changed so we decided bed was the go, then we got pounded in our
accommodation by huge winds all night long!
Sunday came along with average weather conditions. It was a club affair, with me taking up Race
Secretary duties with Kate as assistant, Phil Baughan as Clerk of Course and Trevor taking care of
scrutineering.
The car club had the bikes first, so we had at least one clean track run! The bikes put on a good show
with good times. Bonn Watson had a little wobbly and fell up the top on one run. Bikes were hooking
up well at the start. One round was abandoned due to drizzly rain, another session was at the discretion
of the riders. I got to take up some commentary on the bikes. All in all, it was a cracker day, just
dampened slightly by the weather. The car people were raving about our involvement and want us
back again. The car club have always been great to deal with, I’m thinking that if we have enough
interest we could try again for exhibition status at their all historic weekend at Mallala … what do
you reckon?
And for the record, David Beechey recorded the fastest time of the bikes, well done Dave!
Danny Ahern #327
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Murray Johnson set to show all he is the best handshifter in our club, normally with a beer not a
gearshift!

Geoff Kelly ready to take off on his Goldie
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2019 Dates

Date

Event

Venue

24 - 26 January

Island Classic

Phillip Island, Vic

16 - 17 February

Sellicks Beach Racing

Sellicks, SA

15 - 17 March

Festival of Speed

Sydney Motorsport Park, NSW

24 March

Collingrove Hillclimb

Collingrove, SA

13 - 14 April

Vic Historics

Broadford, Vic

Easter 19 - 21 April

Broadford Bike Bonanza

Broadford, Vic

10 - 12 May

Seniors Race Meeting

Mac Park, SA

31 August – 1 September

All Historics

Wakefield Park, NSW

11TH September

Historics n DOCSA

The Bend track day

27 - 30 September

Historic Nationals

Collie, WA

6th October

Motorcycle Swap Meet

Balhannah, SA

6th October

Vintage (to 1955) Hillclimb

Collingrove, SA

13th October

Motorcycle Expo & Swap Meet

Lockleys, SA

2nd 3rd Nov

Southern Classic

Broadford Vic

23rd November

MSA Night of Champions

Titanium Security Arena

28 - 29 December

SA Historic Titles

Mac Park, SA

4th,5th April

Vic Historic Titles

Broadford Vic

30th, 31st May

Winton 2+4

Winton Vic

31st Oct 1st Nov

Southern Classic

Broadford Vic

For Sale/Wanted

Wanted

Single downtube frame to take 150cc Bultaco engine
which is 375mm long

Trevor Henderson
8384 5284.

Wanted

JAP 350ohv timing cover and cylinder head from mid
1930’s

Bob Glynn 8263 9133
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